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1. Introduction
Natural language privacy policies have become a de facto standard to address expectations of “notice and choice”
on the Web [FTC10]. Yet, there is ample evidence that users generally do not read these policies and that those
who occasionally do struggle to understand what those policies contain. Studies have shown that, if users were to
read the privacy policies of every website they access during the course of a year, they would end up spending a
substantial amount of their time doing just that and would often still not be able to answer basic questions about
what these policies really say [MC08, MRK+2009]. This situation can only be expected to get worse as we interact with a growing number of online services and access these services from devices such as smartphones, which
are even less conducive to reading privacy policies [KCC+12].
This challenge was first recognized in the mid nineties. Over the years, it has prompted the launch of initiatives
aimed at codifying privacy practices in an attempt to reduce user burden and make it more practical for users to
gain relevant information about and sufficient control over data collection and usage practices of sites they visit.
This included the development of the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) standard between 1996 and 2003, as
well as more recent initiatives such as “Do Not Track” (DNT) [CDE+06, BHN+01]. These initiatives have made
significant progress in helping codify data collection and usage policies and in initiating dialogues between relevant stakeholders, but they have also run into significant obstacles [McD13]. While the vast majority of prominent website operators have natural language privacy policies (some required by legal regulation, e.g. [CA03]),
many of these entities have shown reluctance in adopting standards and machine-implementable solutions that
would force them to further clarify their privacy practices and/or commit to more stringent practices.
Recent advances in natural language processing, privacy preference modeling, crowdsourcing, and privacy interfaces suggest that it may be possible to overcome these challenges and develop practical solutions that rely on
existing natural language privacy policies rather than imposing new requirements on website operators. Our project aims to do just that through a combination of fundamental research along with the development and largescale deployment of novel tools that build on recent advances in these areas.
Specifically our goal is to develop, evaluate and deploy new technologies in the context of a novel, practical
framework that empowers users to more meaningfully control their privacy without any additional cooperation
from website operators other than the natural language privacy policies that they already have in place. Our work
is organized around several mutually supporting strands:
•
Semi-Automated Understanding of Privacy Policies: Building on recent advances in natural language processing (NLP), machine learning, and crowdsourcing, we are developing algorithms that automatically interpret privacy policies along dimensions of greatest concern to users or policymakers [AWS+12]. Our approach combines linguistic representations provided by natural language semantic analyzers [DCM+13] with
statistical learning algorithms that generalize from human-labeled examples obtained from crowdworkers –
initially from experts and over time from a broader population of crowdworkers – with the help of basic text
analysis [SOJN08]. We identify suitable representations into which privacy policies can be robustly parsed,
and that also support automated inference about a policy’s content. Importantly, we consider that to support
the aim of usable privacy disclosure, a complete meaning representation of a policy’s contents is not required.
Our work here brings together two complementary strands: formal modeling of policies, laws, and regulations and data-driven natural language processing. Our goal is to develop a “semi-automated solution,” where
humans provide annotations for machine learning and also help supplement natural language processing techniques when these techniques are not sufficient. As part of our research, we explore different divisions of labor between human experts, crowdworkers, and algorithms and see how they can best help extract different
privacy policy features.
•
Privacy Preference Modeling for Usable Privacy Disclosures: Recent research by the authors and their
collaborators has shown that, while people’s privacy preferences are complex and diverse, their privacy decisions are often driven by a somewhat limited number of aspects (e.g. [KBC+09, BKS+11]). As part of previous work in this area, Kelley and Cranor have developed and experimented with privacy nutrition labels intended to simplify the presentation of privacy policies by focusing on those elements most important to users

and relying on standardized presentation formats that are both succinct and easy to interpret [KBC+09].
Sadeh’s recent work in location privacy and mobile app privacy has shown that it is possible to quantify the
benefits of exposing different privacy settings to users [BKS+11] and use crowdsourcing to identify particularly salient privacy policy features [LAH+12]. As part of research in this area, we are exploring ways of simplifying and dynamically adjusting the presentation of privacy policies to users, including the use of machine
learning to identify privacy profiles that can be used to tailor presentation of privacy notices to different
groups of individuals [RBK+09, MSS11,LLS14]. This will likely also include experimentation with solutions
that represent policy elements as a small number of tags or icons, customizing short-form notices to highlight
conflicts with a user's privacy preferences, or highlighting changes in a site’s policy since a user’s last visit to
that site, and exploring drill-down formats that allow users to request more details when they want to.
•
Mitigating Deleterious Cognitive and Behavioral Biases in Privacy Disclosures: As we develop models of
user privacy preferences and experiment with different privacy interfaces, we extend our investigation to encompass the study of cognitive and behavioral biases known to often influence people’s privacy decisions,
building on recent work by Acquisti, Cranor, Sadeh and others [AG07, Acq09, BAL12, JAL11,AJL12,
BLA+11,SCK+13]. Results from this research will inform the refinement of our models and interfaces with
the objective of countering deleterious effects associated with these biases. In particular we will investigate
the gap between user ex ante and ex post privacy preferences and decisions. By “ex ante,” we refer to the user’s state before a certain privacy sensitive event occurs or a certain privacy behavior is exhibited. By “ex
post,” we refer to the user’s state following that outcome or behavior. For instance, individuals may claim to
have certain privacy preferences ex ante (“I want to share my information with search engines in return for
personalized search results”), but may actually realize ex post that they regret their decision (“I wish I had not
opted for personalized search results, as I now realize this includes sharing sensitive medical information with
search engines”). Rather than limiting ourselves to the design of privacy disclosure interfaces based on ex
ante preferences, we wish instead to develop interfaces that will nudge users to make decisions consistent
with their expected ex post preferences, thereby reducing the chances of future regret. This perspective will
include experimenting with different levels of granularity at which users can configure their privacy preferences, the impact of default profiles and the deleterious effects associated with giving users too much control
or information. This will include experimenting with just-in-time disclosures, where rather than disclosing
large and difficult to understand privacy policies in “one shot”, relevant policy features are incrementally disclosed to users based on their particular interactions with a website. For instance, data practices relating to
contact information would only need to be shown when a users provides contact information to the website.
•
Privacy Policy Analysis: A challenge for privacy policy authors is to find an appropriate balance between
retaining business flexibility, while providing sufficient details to users; this tension can lead to inconsistent
policies. Breaux, et al. have shown that semi-formal [BA05, BVA06] and formal models [BAD09] can be applied to natural language policies to analyze policies for ambiguities and conflicts [Bre09]. Based on this
work, we plan to explore ways to use automated reasoning over privacy policy models to help website operators debug their policies and to help website users reliably answer questions about their personal information.
To this end, we aim to better understand how to semi-automate formalization in combination with advances in
NLP and how to design user interfaces that human analysts can use to consistently and reliably formalize policy. This formalization aims to answer the most relevant questions for users and website operators within reasonable computational limits for modern day theorem provers. Overall we expect our project to yield a body
of annotated policy corpora, privacy summaries for user displays and formalized policies that we will use to
build on our prior work and develop new statistical analysis to discern trends in privacy practices as they
evolve across business sectors over time. This can include which types of policies adhere to the fair information principles or various consent mechanisms and how these constructs interact to meet evolving user privacy preferences. Statistically significant policy trends based on reliably coded data sets can be used to further
inform policy makers about public policy implications in the United States and Europe. By studying correlations between trends and different regulatory regimes, we plan to inform public policy makers about the extent to which various regulatory models are likely to impact privacy practices as observed in privacy policies.
These research strands are intended to build on each other, with progress in one area contributing to research in
another. For instance, work on privacy preference modeling is expected to help identify key policy features to be

extracted through semi-automated analysis of natural language policies. Our hope is that results from this work
will in turn inform the design, evaluation and refinement of privacy disclosure interfaces, contribute to the study
of cognitive and behavioral biases and the development and evaluation of solutions to mitigate these biases. Privacy policy models built using semi-automated natural language processing can provide a basis for the analysis of
policies (e.g. in different sectors), including their evolution over time. In turn we hope that this research will help
inform relevant public policy discussions. It could also help refine disclosure interfaces (e.g. highlighting particularly unusual policy features) or natural language processing techniques (e.g. in response to changes in the way in
which policies are written, or to help clarify partial NLP results).
Our work combines multiple methodologies. This includes the use of highly iterative user-centered design principles in the development and refinement of privacy displays as well as crowdsourcing mechanisms and interfaces.
Machine learning and natural language processing techniques are playing a key role in developing and validating
semi-automated solutions to extract salient privacy policy fragments and features. Crowdsourcing and machine
learning techniques are also contributing to building and refining models of user privacy preferences, with these
models informing the identification of salient policy features as well as the design and personalization of disclosure interfaces. Methodologies from behavioral economics will be used as part of our work to better understand
and mitigate biases, while statistics and formal methods will help analyze models of privacy policies.

2. Overall Approach

Figure 1. Overall Approach. Darker boxes identify the project’s main areas of research and highlight
key elements of functionality and/or results each of these areas is expected to produce.
Our current work includes the development of an infrastructure for collecting and interpreting key privacy features and for developing models of people’s privacy preferences to help identify those policy features to be extracted and presented to users. Figure 1 outlines those research areas on which this project focuses.

This includes the development and evaluation of semi-automated functionality to process natural language website privacy policies and extract relevant policy features. This research combines and extends recent advances in
natural language processing along with the development of a crowdsourcing framework intended to complement
natural language processing. This work itself is driven in part by concurrent research aimed at developing models
of user privacy preferences. These models aim to identify those policy features (“Key Privacy Policy Features” in
Figure 1) that are most critical to informing people’s decisions when it comes to interacting with different websites. The identification of these features, including the amount of detail people care about (e.g. knowing whether
a website shares one’s shopping preferences with other entities versus knowing with which types of entities these
preferences might be shared), is driving work on semi-automated natural language processing.
Our research in user privacy preference modeling is also exploring differences between categories of websites.
Different categories of sites have different kinds of data requirements (e.g. a pure marketing site versus an etailing site), which in turn can be expected to entail different types of user preferences (e.g. Amazon needs to collect one’s street address to ship items purchased at the site, but users are less likely to feel comfortable sharing
this same information with a site that does not need it). Also, while not all users feel the same way when it comes
to disclosing a particular piece of data to a particular website, prior research suggests that it might be possible to
organize them in a small number of clusters of like-minded users (e.g. see [RBK+09, MSS11,LLS14] in the case
of location privacy preferences and mobile app privacy preferences). As part of our work in User Privacy Preference Modeling, we are studying to what extent it is possible to identify such categories and associated User Privacy Profiles, and use this information to personalize and/or simplify privacy disclosures. This would mean showing (or highlighting) different key privacy policy features to different groups of users based on the privacy profiles
that seem to best match their preferences.
Results from this research will in turn influence the design and evaluation of user interfaces for privacy policy
disclosures (Figure 1). Here simplified privacy policy models consisting of collections of key privacy policy features semi-automatically extracted from natural language website privacy policies will be presented in succinct
and possibly personalized formats to users. We employ user-centered design to experiment and and evaluate different types of disclosure primitives (e.g. privacy nutrition labels, privacy icons, score/letter grades), drill-down
formats that allow people to access more detailed disclosures, if they want to, as well as just-in-time policy disclosures that notify users of relevant policy features as they interact with different parts of a website. By regularly
revisiting privacy policies and automatically identifying changes, it will also be possible to automatically highlight changes to users, taking into account when they last visited a site. Another important part of this research
involves studying deleterious cognitive and behavioral biases that can lead users to make privacy decisions they
may later regret, as well as researching disclosure interfaces that can effectively mitigate these biases (e.g.
[Acq09,BLA+11, TKD+09, LAH+12]). We expect our policy disclosure interfaces to leverage results form our
work analyzing website privacy policies. This includes both reasoning about policies (e.g. checking for compliance with relevant law and regulations, looking for inconsistencies) as well as statistical analysis (e.g. identifying
unusual policy features that should be highlighted to users). Our expectation is that results from these analyses
will also lead to the publication of website privacy reports, looking at trends in different sectors, non-compliance
metrics and other relevant observations likely to be of interest to policy makers.
As our work progresses, we expect to address increasingly rich collections of privacy policy features. Initial features include looking at the collection and use of sensitive data (e.g. contact information, location, health, financial information), including whether use of collected information is internal only or also external, as well as looking at security policies and data deletion policies. Over time, the selection of these features will be informed by
increasingly sophisticated models of privacy preferences. We also anticipate developing and experimenting with
increasingly sophisticated combinations of natural language processing techniques to extract these policy features
and increasingly sophisticated techniques to analyze the resulting policy models.
As work progresses, we will refine our crowdsourcing mechanisms. We have started with relatively small-scale
prototypes and conducted experiments involving between tens and hundreds of crowdworkers (e.g. law students,
privacy professionals, Amazon Mechanical Turkers). Over time, our objective is to scale to significantly larger
and more diverse groups of crowdworkers. Specifically, crowdsourcing is being used for two different purposes:
(1) to develop models of people’s privacy preferences, in a manner similar to that demonstrated by Sadeh’s work
in mobile app privacy [LAH+12] and as further discussed in Section 4 (“Privacy Preference Modeling”), (2) to

assist with the extraction of policy features from natural language website privacy policies. At the time of writing,
initial small-scale crowdsourcing experiments are being conducted and are helping us develop high quality corpora of policy annotations, which we are using as training samples to develop initial classifiers (e.g. beyond the
original work reported by Smith, Sadeh and Wilson in [AWS+12]). These corpora will also help us evaluate the
viability of fully automated functionality aimed at extracting an initial set of relatively simple policy features.
They are also being analyzed to develop NLP techniques aimed at identifying and extracting text fragments (e.g.
sentences or paragraphs) that pertain to different key policy features, as a way of reducing the amount of work to
be crowdsourced in the context of semi-automated solutions. The goal here is for NLP to help reduce manual labor, enabling crowdworkers to zoom in on relevant text fragments rather than requiring them to read (and re-read)
entire policies. This includes experimenting with different crowdsourcing interfaces and task workflows, as well
as different combinations of NLP techniques. As work progresses, we hope to open up our crowdsourcing platform to accommodate a broader variety of crowdworkers and experiment with different crowdsourcing mechanisms to motivate them (e.g. [CK12]) and manage quality [ABI+13], including the introduction of roles such as
reviewers and mechanisms to keep track of the quality of individual workers (e.g.[BLM+10]).
Considering that many websites have privacy policies that can amount to five or more pages of text, this type of
semi-automated approach can already be expected to significantly reduce the total amount of work to be
crowdsourced. It could also lead to higher levels of accuracy, which in turn could help further reduce the number
of crowdworkers required – lower levels of accuracy require using more crowdworkers to disambiguate policy
interpretations. As our natural language processing techniques improve, enabling us to achieve greater levels of
automation in the extraction of policy features, we hope to scale our crowdsourcing efforts, effectively tackling a
larger number of privacy policies (and websites) and identifying a greater number of policy features, at an increasingly lower cost. We are also currently experimenting with approaches and mechanisms aimed at identifying high
quality crowdworkers with the eventual goal of further enticing them to produce quality annotations. We envision
mechanisms that rely primarily on volunteer workers (e.g. possibly enticed through a game-based crowdsourcing
framework), with perhaps a small group of paid experts responsible for disambiguating policy features that are
more difficult to extract and to help assess the quality of the work produced by others.
As we make our results available to the public at large through the release of our privacy disclosure interfaces
(e.g. web browser plug-in), we also hope to eventually entice website operators to verify our interpretation of their
policies and offer them mechanisms to correct these interpretations or clarify their policies. This would effectively
amount to yet another layer of crowdsourcing. Developing such mechanisms would obviously entail authenticating website operators and most probably holding them accountable for the changes they submit, effectively turning their submissions into extensions of their natural language privacy policies. If we can produce results that are
of high enough quality to entice website operators to provide such corrections or clarifications, we would effectively have turned around the current state of affairs. We would have managed to move from a situation where
website policies are ambiguous because they are primarily intended to protect website operators (rather than inform the public), to a situation where website operators feel compelled to clarify their policies and make them
more transparent and meaningful to users. While such an outcome is far from guaranteed, a project like this one
has the potential of getting us a lot closer to it and can also help inform public policy debates about what legal or
regulatory changes might be needed to get us there.
In the following, we discuss our efforts in each of the involved research strands in more detail.

3. Natural Language Analysis for Semi-Automated Policy Feature Extraction
One of the longstanding goals of the field of natural language processing (NLP) is to develop robust algorithms
that can interpret text into data structures that are “actionable” by machines. Among NLP’s recent successes: automatic translation systems good enough for an English speaker to get a basic understanding of documents written
in select other languages, and web-based question answering accurate enough to win Jeopardy! when competing
against the best human players. Our aim is to develop NLP algorithms that interpret website privacy policies well
enough to populate data structures with key privacy policy features that capture the most important aspects of a
policy that people are interested in. This is a new problem for NLP; we note some related natural language analysis problems and their solutions.

Text document categorization. Many problems in NLP involve mapping a document to one of a relatively
small set of simple, atomic labels. These problems include: assigning topical labels to news stories [Seb02],
measuring the polarity of an author’s sentiment in a product or restaurant review [PL08], identifying the author of a historical document [MW63], and predicting reader response to a document, such as whether a Congressional bill will pass [YSW12]. Text categorization is typically solved using machine-learned classifiers
that make use of relatively simple representations of text, such as word frequency histograms. In preliminary
work, Smith, Sadeh and their collaborators explored text categorization-inspired techniques for a single privacy policy feature and already obtained promising results [AWS+12].
•
Semantic parsing. One classic view of natural language meaning is that the central aspect of a sentence’s
meaning is the real-world conditions under which the sentence is true (i.e., truth-conditional semantics).
Building on Montague’s idea that natural languages like English can be treated in much the same way as formal ones like programming languages, the technical challenge for semantic parsing is to map natural language
strings to expressions in logic (typically first-order logic) using syntactic analysis and the lambda calculus;
see [Car98] for a complete discussion. Treating natural language the same way we treat programming languages is appealing to those seeking artificial intelligence programs that can go beyond representing what is
meant to make inferences. Methods for representing truth conditions have found success in narrow domains
(e.g., relative to a simple database of geographic relations [ZM96]) where the portion of the world that might
be discussed is relatively small. In recent developments, machine learning continues to play a central role in
exploiting various kinds of data (text, logical expression annotations, and databases) to learn the mapping
from sentences to logical expressions.
•
Predicate-argument analysis. Between the two extremes of “shallow” text categorization and “deep” semantic parsing are myriad alternatives. Incomplete representations of text meaning have attracted considerable attention: this includes identifying events and relevant participants in those events, and the roles they play
[GJ02]. Our recent work has explored how rich linguistic resources and statistical machine learning from human-annotated and raw text can be combined to build a state-of-the-art statistical frame parser [DCM+13]. In
specific domains, there are also ways to model regularities in document structure [EB08]; for example, in privacy policies, there is often a section on information collected, followed by how it is used.
The NLP analysis of privacy policies must do more than simple text categorization; the output will be multidimensional data structures that answer a range of privacy policy questions that are important to a user. Initially, we
will consider one question at a time. This will allow us to better understand what makes some questions more or
less difficult to automatically answer, and to focus effort on automating natural language analysis where it will be
most helpful (e.g., directly answering questions about policies, or supporting human annotators to assist with selecting from a list of prospective answers, as we discuss below). Our prior work includes extensive manual analysis of over 100 privacy policies to map natural language policy statements into frame-based and first-order logic
representations [BA05, BAD09]. Our related work analyzing regulatory text has yielded natural language heuristics, some expressible as simple regular expressions, that can be used to identify frame-based representations of
actions (see Breaux and Anton [BA08] for study results extracting over 300 access control requirements) and
whether actions on information are permitted, required or prohibited with various conditions, exceptions and purposes [Bre09]. These heuristics can be used to identify statements and phrases that answer common questions,
e.g., for what purposes a user’s personal information may be used, or with whom this information can be shared.
More recently, we conducted a preliminary experiment to use NLP methods to consider a single question: whether
a privacy policy is considered clear (by humans) about a particular set of procedures pertaining to sensitive user
data [AWS+12]. Using crowdsourced annotations from the “Terms of Service; Didn’t Read” project
(http://tosdr.org) [ToS12], we trained a statistical classifier that achieved 84% held-out accuracy, which is 20%
better than a baseline of always guessing that the policy is unclear.
We believe significant improvement is possible, based on two observations. First, the model used only a frequency histogram on sequences of one, two, or three words; there are many richer representations possible. Second,
this model was built and evaluated in a leave-one-out setup using only 19 instances (only 7 marked “transparent”). Indeed, when considering a related question, whether a privacy policy gives a user the right to voluntarily
cancel, terminate or delete his or her account, we had only 18 policies, 3 positive, and were unable to improve
•

over the baseline. This highlights the potential for improvements by acquiring more data. We consider these two
directions, representation and data acquisition, below.

3.1 Text representations for NLP on privacy policies
Given a privacy policy and a particular question (e.g., “are the procedures an individual must follow to seek correction of erroneous data clear?”), we seek to discover a representation that supports answering the question. One
approach is to find an appropriate passage of text that addresses this question (the phrase erroneous or a synonym
or hypernym will likely be found in such a passage) and then more deeply analyzing the text to infer the clarity of
the procedures. In some cases, simply matching text segments against similar “boilerplate” found in annotated
examples might suffice. In others, abstract representations and inferences will likely be required. We therefore
require a flexible machine learning framework that can accommodate such representations and textual cues at
many granularities. Smith’s recent book synthesizes appropriate techniques in this area of research [Smi11].
One desideratum that drives our NLP development is the importance of interpretability of any NLP model, for
researchers on the project team (especially those who are not NLP experts), and for anyone wishing to understand
why a conclusion is being drawn about a privacy policy. This requirement drives the design of both our linguistic
representations and the algorithms that make use of them to answer questions. We have extensive experience with
lightweight syntactic and semantic analyses that are intuitive, such as dependency parses [MSA+11a] and framesemantic parses [DCM+13]. Further, we have developed statistical learning models specifically for NLP that are
driven by the need for interpretability, emphasizing sparse linear models that use a small number of clues in the
final predictor (e.g., [MSA+11b]).
We note that, while the application of automated analysis of privacy policies is our primary goal, such applications tend to drive innovation in basic NLP research. We expect that the techniques developed within this project
will be of great interest in the core NLP community as well, and will have broader impact in suggesting techniques for other text analysis problems. For example, in other work, we have explored financial disclosures
[KLR+09], Congressional bills [YSW12], scientific articles [YHO+11], and many others.

3.2 Acquiring annotations and feedback to support statistical NLP
While some volunteer efforts for annotating privacy policies along various dimensions exist (e.g., the “Terms of
Service; Didn’t Read” project noted above and a dataset of several thousand annotated instances from PrivacyChoice), there is currently insufficient data (lacking in both quantity and nuance) to learn highly accurate models to answer a wide range of key privacy questions. For example, tacit knowledge is often needed to complete a
partial, semi-formal representation acquired from a privacy policy. In our prior work, we discovered manual techniques that analysts can use to categorically identify and resolve natural language ambiguities and to infer implied
rights from obligations statements [BVA06]. In this project, we employ a range of approaches to gathering better
data. The first of these is to simply train and hire annotators to answer key questions about policies based on a
close reading and by using some of our previously discovered techniques. We believe that we can make the annotation task much easier using some simple automation. For example, if for a given question we can locate the relevant passages in a (long) privacy policy, we can speed up the job of an annotator. If we can simplify the task
enough through automated preprocessing into independent subtasks, the result may be a candidate for
crowdsourcing to non-expert annotators. In this case, we can use multiple non-experts to simulate an expert
judgment [SOJN08]. We are leveraging our prior experience evaluating human analysts and their abilities to apply annotations and reach consensus about the meaning of annotated policy statements in this project [Bre09].
In addition to the time-tested annotation approach, we plan to explore feedback mechanisms. We foresee that
some website owners will notice our algorithm’s interpretation of their policy, and wish to provide a clarification
or request modifications. By developing a platform that allows third-party modification to annotations, and that
provides the ability to show which passages are relevant to a correct understanding of the policy, we can augment
annotations or direct additional crowdsourced effort to reconsider an earlier annotation. We emphasize that annotation must always be treated as evidence, not ground truth, since humans can make mistakes and even behave

adversarially. Current statistical methodology helps in identifying anomalies in such settings [Car08] and we aim
to apply these techniques to detect inconsistency and disagreement.

3.3 Automatic alignment for new feature detection.
Over time, once a balance between human annotation (at that stage, primarily through crowdsourcing) and automated NLP has been struck, we plan to revisit the representation question to tackle a more difficult challenge: as
software and hardware evolves, new privacy issues will inevitably surface. The key privacy questions of the future may differ substantially from those of today, and we expect this to be reflected in the policies themselves.
We therefore plan to explore new statistical analysis methods that align privacy policies to each other (i.e., unaligned portions of the text), both within and across time frames. This will allow us to detect new segment types as
they begin to appear. The attention of analysts and, if appropriate, annotators, can then be directed to these sections in aggregate, enabling the identification of new key privacy features to be semi-automatically detected.

4.

Privacy Preference Modeling for Usable Privacy Notices

In order for privacy policy information to be useful to end users, it must be displayed in a format that is accessible to them and addresses their needs. In our work, we explore novel ways of simplifying and dynamically adjusting the presentation of privacy policies to users, including the use of machine learning to identify privacy profiles
that can be used to tailor presentation to different groups of individuals.

4.1 Usable Privacy Notice Interfaces: Privacy Nutrition Labels and Beyond
Previous research by Cranor, Acquisti, Sadeh, and their collaborators on different privacy notice interfaces has
shown that it is possible to develop succinct privacy disclosures that reduce the amount of time required from users to observe and understand them, yet retain key elements of privacy policies. For example, the Privacy Bird
plugin for Internet Explorer displayed a bird icon in the corner of the user’s browser window that changed colors
to serve as a persistent indicator as to whether the website the user was visiting had a policy that matched her privacy preference settings [CGA06]. Users could click on the bird icon to get information about any mismatches
with their privacy preferences as well as a summary of the site’s privacy policy. Privacy Bird met the needs of
users who wanted information about the privacy policies associated with the websites they visited, but it required
users to visit a website in order to get this information. To address this problem, Cranor, Acquisti, and collaborators developed and tested Privacy Finder, a search engine that annotates search results with privacy information,
similar to the information provided by Privacy Bird [CGA06]. Their laboratory studies found that users were able
to make use of Privacy Finder information to help them choose more privacy protective vendors from which to
purchase products online. Many users were shown to be willing to pay a premium to shop at the more privacy
protective websites [TEC+11]. A subsequent study found that the timing and placement of the privacy information (e.g. in search results, in an interstitial, or at the top of the vendor’s website) were significant factors in
whether or not users selected the more privacy protective vendors [ETC+09]. Similar results were recently observed in the context of mobile app privacy disclosures [KCN13].
Cranor and collaborators have also developed and experimented with privacy nutrition labels intended to simplify
the presentation of privacy policies by displaying those elements most important to users in a standardized format
that is both succinct and easy to interpret. Inspired by food nutrition labels and work on financial privacy notices
[Kle08], Kelley et al. used an iterative design process to develop and test a privacy nutrition label. User evaluations suggest that the latest privacy nutrition label iteration allows consumers to find information more quickly
and accurately than when relying directly on plain natural language privacy policies [KCB+10]. Privacy nutrition
labels are shorter and easier to read and interpret than natural language policies. Their standardized tabular format
allows users to learn where to look for answers to particular questions (e.g. whether some information is shared
with marketers or not) and facilitates comparison between policies. In addition, the use of colored symbols allows
users to get an overview of a policy at a glance from observing the overall color intensity of a policy [KCB+10].

While effective for users, these previous efforts faced the challenge that they all relied on the availability of machine-readable privacy policies (e.g. P3P policies) or, more generally, the willingness of website operators to provide the necessary information (e.g. nutrition labels), which has not materialized. In contrast, our current work on
semi-automated understanding of natural language privacy policies offers the prospect of being able to extract the
information required by these new types of interfaces without reliance on cooperation by the website provider.
Specifically, our experience with interfaces such as privacy nutrition labels provided us with an initial set of questions we are in the process of answering with semi-automated approaches that combine natural language processing and crowdsourcing. In addition, as we develop scalable solutions to semi-automatically extract this information from existing natural language privacy policies, we are further refining our understanding of which policy
features are most important to users. This information will inform further design iterations of privacy nutrition
labels and provide a basis for experimenting with variations of these interfaces. Beyond privacy nutrition labels,
we also plan to explore the effectiveness of “privacy scores” or “privacy grades” (e.g., as used in the Tos;DR
browser plugin [ToS12]) that reflect key concerns of users and their reactions to different policy statements. Such
privacy scores can act as extremely valuable tools for companies seeking to compete on trustworthy practices,
3
which is an important international regulatory concern.
We are in the process of conducting a series of online surveys to gain a more detailed understanding of what type
of privacy information is most important to display to users [LUW+2013]. For example, while data sharing has
been identified previously as something users find important, more work is needed to determine what distinctions
users make about the type of data sharing. Is it sufficient to classify data sharing into two categories: data sharing
only necessary to complete a transaction vs. data sharing for any purpose? Or is it important to also distinguish
the type of data to be shared (e.g. personally identifiable or non-identifiable), the purpose of sharing (e.g. online
targeted ads, telemarketing, unrestricted), or with whom the information is being shared (e.g., payment providers
versus advertisers)? We recently conducted a study that presented various web browsing scenarios to users in the
context of online behavioral advertising, highlighting the privacy practices of the websites used in each scenario.
Users were asked about their willingness to provide various types of information in each scenario. By observing
which practices result in changes in users’ willingness to share data we were able to gain deeper insights into the
distinctions that users find important. Our results indicate that the willingness to share is impacted by the perceived utility and necessity of sharing information, and whether participants believed a specific type of information should be used for targeted advertising.

4.2 User Privacy Preference Modeling to Identify Key Policy Features
Our research on privacy nutrition labels as well as on modeling people’s location privacy preferences and their
mobile app privacy preferences suggests that whether a user is comfortable with a website’s privacy practices is
often determined by a relatively small number of privacy policy features. To support the development of privacy
notice interfaces that are both succinct and informative, we aim to develop deeper, more systematic models of
those policy features that are most important to users.
In prior work in location privacy, Sadeh, Cranor, and collaborators have developed methodologies to quantify the
benefits of exposing different combinations of privacy settings to users [BKS+11]. Most recently, Sadeh and collaborators developed a crowdsourcing methodology to identify those Android app permissions that matter most to
users. This research showed that many permissions requested by Android apps are actually expected by users. For
instance most Android users expect Google Maps to require access to their location. In contrast, some mobile apppermission pairs are less likely to be expected by users, such as Angry Birds requiring access to a smartphone user’s location, or Pandora requiring access to the user’s contacts list. When adequately disclosed to users, those
unexpected app-permission pairs are also the ones most likely to determine whether these users feel comfortable
downloading the app on their smartphones or not.
With similar intentions, we are developing models to capture those website privacy policy features that are most
important to disclose to users. This includes identifying common policy features that users generally expect to see
3

For instance, the proposed European Draft Data Protection Regulation seeks explicitly to encourage the development of privacy seals to
simplify compliance with privacy policies and legal obligations.

at different categories of websites and that they generally do not find objectionable, as well as policy features that
are more unusual or more likely to be viewed as objectionable. Currently, our investigation focuses on relatively
coarse policy features, i.e., whether a policy makes statements about collection and sharing of specific information types and whether users are able to access and delete data provided to or collected by a website. Over
time, we plan to explore finer nuances in privacy policies. Similarly, we started by assessing fairly broad categories of websites (e.g., financial, health, e-tailing, news, entertainment, social). As our work progresses, we anticipate differentiating between finer categories of websites and also between different groups of users, as it is well
known that not all users express the same level of sensitivity to different privacy considerations.
In our research, we initially focused on small sets of manually annotated privacy policies and are currently expanding our efforts by crowdsourcing information about how users feel about different policy features (e.g. level
of surprise, level of comfort). This approach is informed by prior experience using Amazon Mechanical Turk to
crowdsource mobile app privacy preferences [LAH+12], the evaluation of privacy nutrition labels [KCB+10], and
the evaluation of password policies [KSG+11]. With respective studies we also study the effectiveness and quality
of policy annotations provided by experts or skilled annotators (e.g., law or public policy students) compared to
untrained crowdworkers.
As our natural language processing techniques mature, we expect to be able to scale up this research by sampling
significantly more diverse sets of privacy policies (e.g. more diverse categories of websites and a broader set of
policies) and extracting more diverse policy features as well. We employ a mixed methods approach to data analysis that combines quantitative results with qualitative data analysis based on semi-structured interviews. This
approach allows us to not only learn about user preferences but also gain a deeper understanding of what shapes
these preferences and drives the privacy decision making processes of our study participants. We hope that our
results will lead to and inform the development of more dynamic privacy disclosure interfaces. For instance, privacy nutrition labels that are not static but highlight different privacy policy features based on expectations for the
particular website being considered and the particular policy at that site. Such interfaces require a nuanced understanding of privacy preferences as well as perceptions of privacy policy features.
As our ability to semi-automatically extract policy features matures, enabling us to process a larger number of
websites, we also plan to use clustering techniques to identify categories of websites that entail different sets of
privacy preferences (e.g. sites where users expect to see and generally appear to be comfortable with some data
practices versus sites where the same practices are less expected or are perceived as being more objectionable).
The identification of these categories (or clusters) is expected to further boost our ability to scale up our approach,
effectively making it possible to predict those website/policy feature pairs that are most important for a given category of websites without having to crowdsource privacy preferences for every single website in that category.
Annotation and analysis of whole categories of websites will further allow us to model expectations of data practices or features typically found in privacy policies of websites from the same category, which in turn could serve
to identify positive or negative deviations of a given policy from those expectations.

4.3 Privacy Profiles for Personalized Privacy Notices
Another aspect we are considering in the context of user preference modeling is that when it comes to privacy, not
all users share the same preferences [BGS05, Ray10, KC05]. In their work on Privacy Bird and Privacy Finder,
Cranor et al. used a small number of website privacy preference settings to allow users to quickly select among
different sensitivity levels when evaluating the privacy policies of websites [CGA06]. More recently, Sadeh and
collaborators have been working on clustering techniques to automatically identify privacy profiles based on
crowdsourced privacy preference information in the context of location sharing [RBK+09, MSS11]. The results
suggest that, while people’s privacy preferences are diverse, it is often possible to identify a relatively small set of
profiles, which collectively can capture the preferences of a diverse population of users with relatively high accuracy. Essentially, every user in the population (or at least the vast majority of these users) can be closely associated with one of those privacy profiles. We plan to use similar clustering techniques to analyze people’s
crowdsourced website privacy preferences. This will involve identifying clusters of users that express similar levels of comfort and surprise with respect to policy features as they relate to different categories of websites or similar levels of concern about privacy issues such as “protection of children’s privacy.” Assuming that such clusters

and associated privacy profiles can be identified, we further plan to experiment with techniques that use this information to customize and personalize the presentation of privacy nutrition labels (and other notice displays) to
individual users. Essentially, the profiles will help us highlight those policy features that are most important to a
given user (e.g. policy features that seem to conflict with the user’s expectations or preferences), based on the profile that best matches that user’s preferences.

5. Mitigating Cognitive and Behavioral Biases
Acquisti, Cranor, Sadeh, and their collaborators have further applied theories and methodologies from a variety of
disciplines (including usability research, HCI, behavioral decision research, and behavioral economics) to the understanding of privacy decision making and the hurdles that hamper it [AG07]. One of the insights gained from
that line of research has been the recognition that problems of asymmetric or incomplete information, which privacy policies aim to address, are but one of the many obstacles individuals face when trying to make the “right”
privacy decision – that is, a decision they will not regret later on.
However, even when information is actually available about how one’s personal data will be collected and used,
problems of bounded rationality, such as the inability to consider the full consequences of revealing certain information [SIM82], and an array of behavioral and cognitive biases may affect and hamper the decision to disclose or protect personal information. Such biases constitute systematic deviations from canonically rational economic decision making [CL03]. Typical examples are hyperbolic discounting [RO00], or problems with lack of
foresight and will power [LH07]. An ever-expanding stream of studies has investigated how those biases may in
fact affect privacy valuations and decision making [BAL12, AJL12, JAL11]. A major part of our prior and ongoing research has been to not only identify the effects of such hurdles on privacy decision making, but also investigating ways to address or mitigate their impact. For instance, privacy nutrition labels resulted in measureable
improvements in user comprehension [KCB+10] and we found that people are willing to pay more for enhanced
privacy when presented with a simple indicator for privacy [TEC+11]. We also have and continue to investigate
the role of privacy “nudges,” which are soft paternalistic interventions [TS08], in ameliorating privacy decision
making and helping individuals avoid disclosures (or, inversely, lack of disclosures) that they may later regret
[BLA+11].
With regard to mitigating cognitive and behavioral biases in the context of users accessing websites, we are conducting research in multiple directions.

5.1 Ex Ante and Ex Post Privacy Preferences
Our research loosely draws inspiration from behavioral economist George Loewenstein’s theory of hot-cold empathy gaps [Lo05], to investigate the gap between ex ante and ex post privacy preferences, valuations, and decisions. By “ex ante,” we refer to the state before a certain privacy-sensitive event occurs or behavior is exhibited;
accordingly, by “ex post,” we refer to the state following said behavior or outcome. We conjecture that individuals may express and act upon different privacy preferences and valuations in ex ante versus ex post states. For
instance, before or after the decision to disclose certain personal information is taken or a privacy invasion has
occurred. It would follow that individuals may claim to desire certain privacy features in a system ex ante (for
instance, “I want to have [an interface that gives me] certain controls over who can get access to my personal information”), but may actually realize ex post that a different set of features may have reduced their privacy regrets
(for instance, “I would have liked to have different default settings for the visibility of my information”). Accordingly, in order to develop effective tools for notification and control, we are in the process of planning and conducting user studies and experiments to compare ex ante and ex post privacy preferences, valuations, and objectives. For instance, we plan to contrast ex ante claims by individuals about the importance of different features in
privacy policies to ex post considerations about which features may have decreased user regret. We further plan to
develop auditing interfaces to crowdsource the daily collection of data on information disclosures, following the
studies we conducted in [WKL+11] and [SCK+13]. A desired outcome of this investigation would be the analysis
of the “optimal” amount of information to provide to users about a privacy policy – less information may be

sometimes needed in order to overcome problems of bounded rationality, but more data may at other times be
needed to guide informed decision making.

5.2 The Impact of Default Settings on Privacy Preferences and Information Disclosure
More expressive settings often require more initial decisions by the designer, such as which information to protect
or disclose by default in a location-tracking service [SHC+09,RBK+09,BKS+11]. These initial decisions may not
only be interpreted by the end-user as vested of intrinsic value, but may also create path-dependent dynamics
where two individuals with similar privacy preferences may end up using the system with completely different
disclosure settings. Indeed, status quo bias – the tendency to stick with default settings – has been extensively investigated by behavioral economists [SZ88]. Much less explored, however, is the impact of default settings in an
expressive environment of privacy preferences. We are investigating whether default settings end up overriding
idiosyncratic individual privacy preferences by assessing self-reported attitudes towards privacy and disclosure ex
ante, and then manipulating the default settings assigned to subjects with similar attitudes across the three variants
of the mechanisms presented above. Across individuals with ex ante similar sensitivity and attitudes, we will observe, ex post, the relative influence of the initial attitudes versus the settings chosen by the researchers.

5.3 Effective Privacy Controls
Research on ex ante and ex post privacy preferences also informs novel research on effective tools for privacy
control. Ongoing research has uncovered paradoxical effects associated with giving individuals more control over
their personal information: control can create a sense of protection or even overconfidence, leading individuals to
take more risks with their personal information. For instance, sharing more sensitive information with strangers
[BAL12]. While users typically derive pleasure from control [Wh59, De68], too much control may therefore
daunt users, raising their cognitive costs and the likelihood of mistakes, or (as in the above mentioned study) making them overconfident.
We are investigating if and how such control paradoxes can be avoided. We plan to test and contrast various
mechanisms for control, for instance by randomly assigning sets of users to one of several experimental conditions in the context of a browser add-on that highlights different sets of privacy policy features to users:
•
High control: a condition in which users of the browser add-on are presented with a high number of privacy
scenarios (for instance, highly granular privacy “nutrition labels” information), and are asked to specify rules
indicating the conditions under which they would be willing to share their information with others under those
scenarios;
•
Medium control: a condition in which users of the browser add-on are presented with a lower number of
scenarios, and then, based on pattern comparison between the users' selections and those that other similar users have already found to be desirable, the system completes the set of rules for the user;
•
Low control: a version where users are simply asked to choose between a few default settings.
By observing accuracy of, and satisfaction with, rules and preferences expressed through the various conditions,
along the finer-grained lines discussed above, we will be able to identity which mechanisms for control achieve
more desirable combinations of ex ante preferences and ex post satisfaction.

5.4 Just-in-Time Disclosure Notices
Our previous research has uncovered some fundamental, systemic limits in the ability of disclosures and notices
to affect privacy behavior [AAB12]. One of the goals of this project is to investigate whether nudging techniques
could address and overcome those limitations. In the non-privacy literature on disclosure, one can find examples
both of notifications that can be quite effective in influencing behavior (for instance, cleanliness inspection ratings
visibly posted outside restaurants) and notifications that are less effective (for instance, health warnings on cigarette packages). We leverage lessons learnt from that literature in order to investigate the effectiveness of “just in
time” disclosures. In particular, we plan to investigate whether it would be preferable to move away from static,
monolithic privacy nutrition labels and instead disaggregate these labels (or other representations of privacy poli-

cy features) to disclose them in a more incremental, just-in-time manner. This will involve presenting different
elements of a site’s policy to the user in a just-in-time fashion, based on the particular interactions a particular
user is having with the website. The idea is that privacy notifications would essentially appear at the moment
when an individual is about to make a certain privacy sensitive decision. Such just-in-time notices may take multiple forms, including icons, nutrition labels, or short textual notices. Prior work on nudging can inform which
specific moments may be most effective to present salient information to users in actionable ways. We plan to
apply these ideas to the privacy domain. For instance, as a user interacts with different parts of a website and possibly provides different types of information, we would inform the user about the specific privacy policy practices
that pertain to that particular interaction (e.g. a particular online form or even a particular field in such a form).
This includes modifying the language, the graphical representation, the frequency (and so forth), of these interventions, and evaluating to what extent this impacts regrets or satisfaction.

6. Privacy Policy Analysis
As the principal instrument to improving individual awareness of privacy practices, privacy policies have evolved
with new technologies. Privacy policy evolution is the result of multiple forces: governments have introduced
laws to shape privacy policy formats, wording and what practices must be described in policies and companies
may introduce new formats aimed at improving awareness, simplifying their business practices or changing their
business practices over time. Government regulations impose constraints on privacy policies. For example, the
GLBA and HIPAA Privacy Rules governing finance and healthcare, respectively, the COPPA Rule governing
children’s information, the Video Privacy Protection Act (VPPA) and several U.S. national security laws all impose constraints on how privacy policies are written. Similarly, European data protection laws as well as other
foreign laws impose notice requirements for data processing. These constraints require precise descriptions of
legally compliant data practices and explicit statements of specific consumer rights, such as the right to request
copies of personal information or the right to opt-out of marketing communications. By controlling the language
in a privacy policy, these laws and regulations compel organizations to engage in certain practices and to communicate information about those practices with their consumers.
On the business side, companies have competing pressures for their privacy policies. In late 2012, for example,
Google consolidated their privacy policies from over 60 services into a single policy that collectively governs
their user’s data. Google’s policy consolidation made it easier for Google to share data about the same user across
their services (e.g., Gmail, Google Search, Google Maps, etc.) by introducing numerous textual ambiguities in the
notice. The public and government reaction to this consolidation was largely negative, because the increased information sharing among services was contrary to most users’ expectations for their data and came without commensurate opportunities to opt-out, among other concerns [Art12]. Google, however, believes that the aggregation of data across services will enable the company to explore more innovative offerings that employ advanced
analytics across the services. While we highlight Google, other companies, including Amazon, Apple, Facebook,
Microsoft, and many more must contend with the same issue. Due to regulatory enforcement actions covering
privacy policies, the policy is both a communication tool between companies and users as well as a general specification about how businesses handle personal information.
In addition, companies with an international presence must comply with foreign law as well as federal and state
law in the United States. For data coming to U.S. organizations, this includes considering a “Safe Harbor” agreement to reconcile gaps between US and EU law, or complying directly with a foreign regulation. Multiple forces
can lead to highly complex privacy policies that serve different industry, government and consumer communities,
simultaneously. The challenge for users is assessing what portions of the policy are relevant to their preferences
and, moreover, what are the logical implications of these policy statements in regard to how their information will
be used. Longer term, policy makers and researchers are interested in how these policies change over time and
what types of policy statements lead to improving privacy and regulatory harmony.

6.1 Modeling and Reasoning about Privacy Policies
Formal and semi-formal notations can be used to model privacy policies and legal regulation and to extract precise specifications of consumer, company, and government rights and obligations [Bre09]. Using empirically validated methods [Bre09], a human analyst can extract privacy requirements from policies and legal regulation into
a canonical form consisting of semantic roles that answer privacy-relevant questions [BA08], such as: who is the
data subject, what data is collected, used and disclosed and to whom, for what purpose and whether these practices are permitted, required or prohibited. Semi-formal encoding is used to systematically identify ambiguities, such
as missing role values (e.g., purposes or data recipients) and uncertain attachments for clauses that would otherwise clarify to which information types a given purpose or data recipient applies [BVA06]. Semi-formal encodings can be refined further in Description Logic (DL) [BCM03], which we have used to formally reason about
possible interpretations [BAD08]: do company obligations imply consumer rights, or are there conflicts between
government-imposed obligations and company rights? For very large policies (more than a few pages), these
types of inferences are difficult for a human to trace without this formalization. Frequently, privacy policies cover
multiple overlapping stakeholder categories and rich data environments, such as Google’s 60+ services covering
e-mail, chats, video, the Web, and so on. Furthermore, privacy policies can be written from multiple viewpoints,
e.g., the consumer’s, company’s, third party’s or government’s viewpoint, simultaneously.
Due to the large number of privacy policies in the wild and the rate at which policies are changing, we need new
tools and techniques to automate the encoding and analysis process. We propose to integrate our empirically validated, manual methods with emerging NLP-based techniques to further automate the extraction of formally encoded privacy practices. The first goal led by Breaux is to identify and formalize a subset of privacy policy semantics to logically answer questions most relevant to users about their personal information. The research challenge includes demonstrating that multiple analysts can consistently encode statements into the same formalism,
and that the questions to be answered are both useful and difficult to infer by simply reading the text alone. For
example, consider the excerpt from a Google Privacy Policy in Figure 2; ellipses are used for brevity.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

We do not share personal information with companies, organizations and individuals outside of Google unless one of the following circumstances apply:
With your consent…We require opt-in consent for the sharing of any sensitive personal information.
With domain administrators… Your domain administrator may be able to:
•
… access or retain information stored as part of your account.
•

receive your account information in order to satisfy applicable law, regulation, legal process or enforceable governmental request.

•

restrict your ability to delete or edit information or privacy settings.

Figure 2: Sample privacy policy excerpt from the Google Privacy Policy, June 27, 2012
This policy can be impenetrable and often meaningless to a user who has a specification question: are my personal web searches available to my employer who administers my Google e-mail account? To answer such a question, consider the technical challenges. First, a “policy” can consist of multiple hyperlinked documents, including
separate policies for specific services or business practices (e.g., advertising), lists of definitions (see blue hyperlink Figure 2, line 3), illustrating examples, and so on. Information from these documents must be integrated into
a single context, and definitions often include categories of things (e.g., sensitive information includes sexual orientation, but not IP address or server logs.) Second, permissions can exist alongside potentially conflicting prohibitions: in Figure 2, lines 1-2, a prohibition is indicated by the keywords “do not share,” which has a broad set of
exceptions (or permissions) indicated by “unless…” and contained in the subsequent paragraphs. Third, meaningful policy statements often span multiple paragraphs and language features that a reader needs to trace across these paragraphs: in Figure 2, lines 3-4, the two separate conditions appear that permit sharing with consent or without consent, when sharing with domain administrators. When encoding these statements in logic, the meaning of
certain statements may have different implications. First, exceptions indicate priorities between what is permitted
and what is prohibited in order to de-conflict a policy interpretation [BA08]. Second, opt-in consent assumes that
a covered sharing activity is initially prohibited; only with consent, does the activity become permitted, which
illustrates how policies describe multiple worlds depending on a user’s preferences. Opt-out consent has asym-

metric semantics. Third, the semantics of data retention and deletion (see line 8, Figure 2) is temporal: data must
be collected before it can be retained or deleted, and premature disposal prevents obligations to share or retain
data. In our approach, we aim to build on the extensive prior work to formalize privacy policy [CGA06, Kag04,
May08, PS03, UBL+08] and privacy laws [BDM+06, Bre09, DGJ10, HBK+07], while we plan to more principally study how formal policy implications affect user privacy preferences and privacy policy authorship.
Our first goal in formalization will yield empirically validated heuristics for use by human analysts to map natural
language policy statements into logic. This validation will consist of measures of repeatability and reliability
across different policy types and business sectors. In addition to internal consistency (i.e., do privacy policies contain conflicting statements?), we aim to formally check external consistency as well: are privacy policies consistent with specific regulatory requirements? Formalization can detect the conflicts based on the axioms of Deontic Logic, which allow us to check for conflicts between permissions and prohibitions [Hor93], and temporal logic, which allows us to check for conflicts among data retention policies. To this end, we will select policies that
are governed by portions of relevant privacy law in the U.S. and Europe. We plan to coordinate these results with
our NLP efforts to automate the encoding process and, in particular, to identify the degree of hybridized machine
automation and human analysis that yields the best outcomes with regard to heuristic reliability. We expect that
automation will greatly reduce human effort by pairing select policy statements with relevant heuristics while
maintaining high recall (i.e., few to no false negatives, but with potential false positives).
The second goal led by Breaux in collaboration with Cranor, Sadeh and Reidenberg is to further integrate our privacy policy formalization with privacy displays. Under this goal, we aim to develop logically comparable formalizations of privacy practices expressed in logic. We have done this informally for arbitrary regulations [GB12]
and more formally for simple privacy statements in prior work [BAD08], but we now aim to formalize more
complex policy statements with richer implications on user privacy preferences. The ability to formally compare
data practices enables relative scoring between data practices and user privacy preference: e.g., what is the relative dissimilarity between “marketing,” “targeted marketing” and “third-party marketing.” This in turn can be
used to personalize displays for particular users by comparing the user’s privacy preferences to a particular policy,
and by comparing a particular policy to a community “average” across multiple policies: e.g., this company’s policy is more or less lenient in obtaining consent for data re-purposing, or this company shares information with a
broader category of third-parties. We envision that the policy formalization can be updated as policies change,
which in turn yields new changes to privacy displays that use the formalization to measure levels of privacy; the
deltas of which can be monitored against user thresholds based on surveys and personas. Finally, we expect to
incorporate findings from our work on cognitive and behavioral biases. If users are likely to assume certain terms
exclude emerging variants (e.g., marketing is likely to mean direct-marketing from a first-party provider, but not
include online behavioral advertising by third parties), then we can modify our DL axioms of inference to treat
these interpretations consistently with prevailing user assumptions. Thus, we aim to check conflicts between user
expectations and privacy policies using our formalization.
Finally, the third goal led by Breaux in collaboration with Reidenberg and McDonald aims to evaluate current
regulatory regimes for their efficacy in shaping privacy policy. By mapping relevant regulatory requirements from
laws to formalized privacy policy statements, we aim to examine the extent to which privacy policies and the logical implications contained therein are consistent with the broader policy and legal goals of the regulatory regime.
In prior work, Breaux has worked on the HIPAA Privacy Rule and discovered the outcome of nuanced policy discussions had produced complex, multi-tier exception hierarchies in the HIPAA’s information access regime.
Reidenberg wrote the first published paper proposing the mapping of privacy law to formalized coding and highlighted the disconnect between legal statements and expressible machine readable code [REI97]. Such findings
can serve to inform privacy policy writers about the rationale and implications of certain privacy statements.

6.2 Statistical Analysis of Privacy Policies
As this project proceeds, we expect to build up a collection of privacy policies that have been parsed, modeled,
and analyzed. Besides its utility as a data source for user privacy tools, this collection will also provide a wealth
of information about trends in both privacy disclosures and privacy practices. This will enable statistical analyses
about the types of information included in or omitted from privacy policies and the frequency with which particu-

lar types of information or data practices are mentioned in privacy policies. It will also enable comparisons within
and between industry sectors, geographic regions, and legal jurisdictions.
Conducting such statistical analyses of privacy policies is rarely done because it is labor intensive for analysts to
gather the necessary information from a large number of policies. Some limited analysis was done by the FTC in
a series of privacy sweeps conducted in the 1990s, and a more detailed analysis was done by a policy think tank in
2001 [AEL02, FTC98, FTC00]. Most subsequent large-scale privacy data collection efforts have taken more automated approaches, focusing only on those data points that were feasible to collect automatically. For example,
[JSJ+07] used a web crawler to collect information about the use of cookies, privacy seals, and P3P policies.
Cranor and McDonald and their collaborators investigated the prevalence of P3P policies on a variety of different
types of websites and analyzed the collected P3P policies for errors and to determine the types of practices disclosed [CES+08]. In a subsequent study they used automated tools to look more closely at P3P policy errors and
discovered that inaccurate P3P policies had become widespread [LCM+10].
Without accurate computer-readable privacy policies, conducting large-scale analysis of privacy policies has been
difficult. The small-scale analyses that have been done suggest that larger-scale analyses would help inform policy making. For example, Cranor and collaborators analyzed financial privacy notices before and after the implementation of a new US financial privacy law and were able to observe improvements in the readability of financial privacy notices, but did not observe improvements in privacy practices [SC06]. The tools we are building in
this project will allow us to build and maintain a large collection of privacy policies, modeled so as to facilitate
this sort of analysis longitudinally, and on a larger scale. We aim to build a front-end to allow for querying the
privacy policy collection in a variety of ways, including industry sector, geographic location, data practice, or period in time.

6.3 Public Policy Implications
We hope that our research will have broad public policy implications within the United States and Europe. In the
United States, we have relied heavily upon the idea that informed users will make rational, individual privacy decisions, informed by companies’ privacy policies. In practice, the notice and choice approach has failed users.
When they read notices, they do not understand them and believe they are protected by laws that do not exist
[TKH+09]. Users also believe reputational pressure will prevent companies from engaging in practices that are,
to the contrary, quite widespread. The failure of the notice and choice model has resulted in numerous Congressional bills around data practices [Co11, Co12]. Some of these bills envision that details will be worked out by
the Federal Trade Commission on the national level, or the state Attorney General’s office on the state level. One
of the persistent obstacles to legislation and regulation is the concern that policy makers do not have enough information to solve privacy problems. We hope that our work will contribute to fact-based policy decisions by establishing what information is currently available in privacy policies and what information is required to be in
privacy notices if users are to make decisions. One of three outcomes is possible:
•
We find that nearly all information needs are already met by publically available information. At that point,
public policy should focus on how to make that information salient and actionable for users. This might take
the form of calling upon web browser companies to improve their offerings, and could leverage our work creating browser extensions as one practical approach to enhanced decision making.
•
We find that nearly no information needs are met by publically available information. This would suggest an
insurmountable gap between what companies publish, and what users need to know. Public policy should
then focus on improving the quality of information provided, perhaps by creating example best practices, or
even by directly mandating elements that must be included in privacy policies.
•
We find that some information needs are met, but a substantial portion is not. The public policy response here
might be to bring increased focus on specific domains where companies are not providing the data users need.

7. Broader Impact
A Compelling Vision and a Novel Approach: Natural language privacy policies have become a de facto standard
to address expectations of “notice and choice” on the Web [FTC10]. Yet, there is ample evidence that users generally do not read these policies and that those who occasionally do struggle to understand what they read. As new
opportunities to collect, exploit and share data continue to emerge, this problem is only getting worse. Building on
recent advances by the authors in complementary research areas, this project offers the prospect of dramatically
changing this situation. Specifically, we will combine linguistic analysis and crowdsourcing technologies to develop a scalable infrastructure for semi-automatically extracting key features from existing natural language website privacy policies and use novel interface technologies to effectively present users with depictions of those policy features likely to matter most to them, thereby empowering them to make effective privacy decisions.
Work in this project combines several complementary strands of research: natural language analysis for semiautomated privacy policy extractions, user privacy preference modeling coupled with the design and evaluation of
novel privacy disclosure technologies, research on mitigating critical cognitive and behavioral biases in privacy
decisions, privacy policy analysis work combining formal methods, statistical analysis and work in public policy.
This project is conducted by a multi-disciplinary team of experts and directly builds on recent results from their
respective research. Short of just producing scientific and public policy publications, an important part of our research involves the development and refinement of practical tools and a scalable infrastructure to extract key privacy policy features and present them in an effective manner to everyday Web users. For this purpose, we are developing a respective browser extension. We also plan to release a tool to help website operators clarify their privacy policies, leveraging advances in formal methods to model and reason about privacy policies (e.g. identification of conflicts).
We further hope that our efforts in curating a corpus of privacy policies and tracking these policies over time will
be beneficial to the broader privacy and NLP research communities. This corpus is of practical relevance to our
project for updating our models; indeed, to the extent that our NLP algorithms are interpretable, websites may
start rewriting policies in response to our findings to make their policies less ambiguous, either to humans or to
our algorithms, or to make their policies less explicit. Such a corpus of privacy policies will enable further research on the substantive evolution of privacy policies over time. More generally, we hope that the research and
tools developed in this project will positively impact privacy policy decision-making. Our project should yield
critical information on the functional capacity of the notice and choice framework to operate effectively with
online data gathering. This framework is currently being challenged in the US and Europe in the context of Big
Data. Semi-automated analysis can likely assist participants in the policy process – government regulators, stakeholders, advocates and scholars – in identifying strengths and weaknesses in the reliance on web privacy policies.
From a regulatory standpoint, these techniques also offer regulators new ways to monitor more effectively the
concordance between legal obligations and the stated practices of companies on an industry-wide basis. At present, the task is neither feasible nor manageable. By creating a mechanism to understand large sets of privacy
policies, we hope that we can help regulatory oversight to become more effective.
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